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Abstract: Wave climate change by the end of the 21st century (2075–2100) was investigated using
a regional wave climate projection under the RCP 8.5 scenario. The performance of the historical
run (1980–2005) in representing the present wave climate was assessed when compared with in situ
(e.g., GTS) and remote sensing (i.e., Jason-1) observations and wave hindcasts (e.g., ERA5-hindcast).
Compared with significant wave height observations in different subdomains, errors on the order of
20–30% were observed. A Principal Component (PC) analysis showed that the temporal leading modes
obtained from in situ data were well correlated (0.9) with those from the historical run. Despite systematic
differences (10%), the general features of the present wave climate were captured by the historical run.
In the future climate projection, with respect to the historical run, similar wave climate change patterns
were observed when considering both the mean and severe wave conditions, which were generally larger
during summer. The range of variation in the projected extremes (±10%) was consistent with those
observed in previous studies both at the global and regional spatial scales. The most interesting feature
was the projected increase in extreme wind speed, surface Stokes drift speed and significant wave height
in the Northeast Atlantic. On the other hand, a decrease was observed in the North Sea and the southern
part of the Baltic Sea basin, while increased extreme values occurred in the Gulf of Bothnia during winter.
Keywords: wave climate; climate change; WAM; ERA5; in situ data; satellite altimetry

1. Introduction
Ocean wind-generated waves (i.e., surface gravity waves) are an important component of Earth’s
climate system, as they contribute to modulate the interaction between the ocean and the atmosphere in
terms of mass, heat, and momentum (e.g., [1,2]). Waves integrate the effect of winds over the fetch across
which they blow [3], which can be influenced by changes in sea ice extent [4] (e.g., sea ice retreat due to global
warming). Depending on their degree of coupling with the atmosphere, waves are typically defined as
wind sea waves, which receive momentum directly from wind, or swell waves, which are mature waves
with long wavelengths that can propagate far away from their generation source across entire ocean basins
(e.g., [5]). As a consequence, a change in winds (e.g., speed and direction) at the local scale can affect the
wave climate variability elsewhere in the global ocean due to wave propagation characteristics. The focus of
this study is to investigate the projected changes in the regional wave climates of the North Sea, Northeast
Atlantic, and Baltic Sea (integrated into one model system) toward the end of the 21st century and to assess
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the historical climate simulation against the newly available wave hindcasts. The Fifth Assessment Report
(AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC; [6]) iterated that because wind waves
integrate atmospheric dynamics characteristics, they can be considered as a potential indicator of climate
variability and change in oceans [7] and recognized that ocean waves are one of the main drivers of coastal
hazards (e.g., coastal erosion and inundation) in combination with sea-level rise due to ocean mass variations
and thermal expansion [8]. As part of Earth’s climate system, where dominant and subdominant processes
modulate their reciprocal responses through multiple feedbacks [9], ocean waves show complex response
patterns to climate change. The increase in temperature observed in the ocean and atmosphere during
the last century [6] will likely persist during the 21st century, which will be mainly due to the increase in
greenhouse gas emissions, and will lead to changes in surface wind speeds, which will affect the future
wave climate [10]. The IPCC AR5 strictly relies on the Coupled Model Intercomparison Experiment Project
Phase 5 (CMIP5; [11]), which includes projections of climate change driven by emission scenarios defined as
representative concentration pathways (RCPs; [12]). RCPs are mitigation scenarios that, in contrast with
the IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES; [13]), assume that intervention policy on climate
change will be adopted. Four RCPs were formulated in CMIP5, accounting for low (RCP2.6), intermediate
(RCP4.5 and RCP6) and high (RCP8.5) emissions scenarios. RCP8.5 assumes a constant positive emission
trend given by radiative forcing of 8.5 W m−2 by the end of the 21st century. Under this scenario, the global
mean sea-level and surface temperatures at the end of the 21st century show anomalies relative to the
period 1986–2005 in ranges from 0.45 m to 0.82 m and from 2.6 ◦ C to 4.8 ◦ C, respectively [6]. Following the
approach proposed by several recent studies (e.g., [2,5,10,14]), the RCP8.5 scenario was selected in this study
to investigate the maximum range of variations in the wave climate at the regional scale.
During past years, atmospheric forcings from the CMIP5 have been used to investigate future
wave climate scenarios at the global scale by adopting a single-model (e.g., [5,10,15]) and multimodel
(e.g., [1,16,17]) ensemble approach. At the regional scale, fewer studies have appeared in recent literature.
Ref. [18], who used two radiative forcing scenarios (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5) to assess future wave
conditions in the eastern North Pacific, observed decreasing mean and severe wave conditions. Ref. [19],
who investigated the changes in significant wave heights toward the end of the 21st century, used the wind
fields from the ensemble members of six different CMIP5 models to force a wave model (i.e., the wave
ocean model (WAM)) that was implemented in the North Atlantic and observed decreases in wind speed
and associated wave height in the region. Ref. [20] used ten different combinations of IPCC SRES to
estimate the change in wave conditions towards the end of the 21st century in the North Sea and found
an increase in mean and extreme wave heights in the eastern parts of the North Sea and a decrease in these
heights in the western part of the basin in most of the projections. Ref. [21], who used two IPCC SRES
(A1B and B1) to force the WAM wave model implemented in the Baltic Sea, observed coherent patterns of
increased mean wave heights among the different simulations, which was not the case when considering
the extremes.
These studies focused separately on the change in the wave climate in different basins (e.g., the North
and Baltic Seas) by considering a spatial resolution (50 km; e.g., [19]) that could be not suitable to
resolve high-gradient wave conditions [22] at the regional and subregional scales. In this study, we use
a single model run under high emission scenario RCP8.5 to investigate the projected future wave climate
in the North Sea, Northeast Atlantic, and Baltic Sea, which are considered to be connected basins,
to obtain a consistent characterization of the wave climate in the regional domain resolved at a fine
spatial resolution (5 km).
The specific objective is to assess the skill of historical regional wave climate simulation and use it as
a reference to evaluate the wave climate projection by the end of the 21st century. The paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 describes the wave model configuration used in this study, the experimental setup
designed to assess the wave climate change toward the end of the century and the datasets used to
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validate the wave climate simulation during a historical period (1980–2005). The skill of the wave climate
simulation used in this study is investigated in Section 3 by comparing the results with the observations
and wave hindcasts during the historical period. The wave climate change projection (2075–2100) and how
it compares with the present climate is discussed in Section 4. The results are summarized in Section 5,
and some conclusions are drawn.
2. Wave Model Configuration and Experimental Design
In this study, the spectral wave model WAM was used. The WAM is a third-generation wave model that
solves the wave transport equation explicitly without any presumptions on the shape of the wave spectrum.
This model represents the physics of the wave evolution in accordance with our current knowledge for
the full set of degrees of freedom in a 2D wave spectrum. A full description is given by [23–26]. In this
application, the WAM Cycle 4.5.4 runs in shallow water mode, including bottom induced wave breaking
on a model grid situated between 48◦ N to 66◦ N and −9◦ W to 31◦ E, with a spatial distribution of
∆φ ∗ ∆λ = 0.05◦ ∗ 0.1◦ (∼5 km) [27]. The 2-D wave spectra are calculated for 24 directional bands at 15◦ each,
starting at 7.5◦ , and measured clockwise with respect to true north, and 25 frequencies are logarithmically
spaced from 0.042 Hz to 0.41 Hz at intervals of ∆ f / f = 0.1. At its open boundaries, the regional wave model
uses the full two-dimensional spectral information provided by a global wave model (spatial resolution
of 1◦ ∗ 1◦ ). The underlying bathymetry is based on the one-minute global General Bathymetric Chart of
the Oceans (GEBCO) topography (Figure 1). The results of the regional wave model are stored every hour.
The driving forces are the forecasted wind fields at 10 m above the surface (U10; 3-hourly) delivered by
the most recent version of the Rossby Center regional atmospheric model (RCA4; [28]), which runs on
a 12.5 km grid and is driven along its boundaries with data from the European Community Earth-System
Model (EC-EARTH) ([29,30]; www.ec-earth.org). The EC-Earth general circulation model is a fully coupled
atmosphere-ocean-sea ice system [31,32]. Ice cover in our simulations has been considered and was also
taken from the EC-Earth data.

Figure 1. Observational network used to assess the reliability of wave climate simulation over the historical
period (1980–2005). In situ observation positions and satellite tracks of the Jason-1 mission are shown as red
dots and black lines, respectively. Frames show the subregions considered: Northeast Atlantic (NA), North Sea
(NS), Skagerrak and Kattegat (SK) and the Baltic Sea (BA). Background: bathymetry of the WAM (m).
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To investigate the regional wave climate change, two periods of 25 years were used (the first is
a historical period (1980–2005), which is referred to as “historical”, and the second is the “future” period
toward the end of the 21st century (2075–2100)) under high-emission scenario (RCP8.5), which corresponds
to a positive perturbation in the radiative budget at the top of the atmosphere of 8.5 W m−2 at 2100.
A 25-year historical period, which is representative of the present climate, was selected in reference to the
temporal window used by [5], and a 25-year period by the end of the 21st century was selected accordingly.
To assess the skill of the wave model in reproducing the present wave climate, the historical run was
compared with the available in situ and remote sensing data, the European Centre for Medium-range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-analysis data (ERA5; [33]) and the Norwegian Reanalysis Archive
(NORA10; [34]) wave hindcasts, as described in the following sections. The future climate projection was
then compared with the historical integration to assess the reliability of wave climate change.
2.1. Observation Datasets
The historical run was first compared with in situ data at the observation positions, as shown in
Figure 1 (red dots). The data were obtained from the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) and from the
Copernicus Marine Environment Service (CMEMS) in situ Thematic Centre (INS TAC). GTS data are obtained
by and archived at the ECMWF ([35]). Other data were gathered by the ECMWF as part of the Joint Technical
Commission for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology (JCOMM) wave forecast verification project [36].
In situ data in the Baltic Sea were obtained from the CMEMS INS TAC, which collects near-real-time data
from the Baltic Operational Oceanographic System (BOOS) members. Data are continuously updated
and quality controlled, as documented at CMEMS INS-TAC (http://marine.copernicus.eu/documents/
QUID/CMEMS-INS-QUID-013-030-036.pdf), which also describes how to freely access the data (http:
//marine.copernicus.eu/documents/PUM/CMEMS-INS-PUM-013.pdf).
The historical run was also compared with remote sensing data on the significant wave height.
The data used are produced by Deutsches Geodatisches Forschungsinstitut (DGFI) research institute
of the Technische Universitat Munchen (TUM), where the altimetric waveforms are retracked to obtain
reliable data both in the open ocean and in coastal areas [37,38], and are distributed via OpenADB
(https://openadb.dgfi.tum.de). The dataset was selected to retrieve information from remote sensing data
suitable for the open ocean (e.g., Northeast Atlantic), enclosed basins (e.g., Baltic Sea) and coastal areas
considered in the wave climate simulation. The quality of the dataset over coastal areas (i.e., the German
Bight) was described by [38], who analyzed significant wave height signals from Envisat, Jason-1 and
Jason-2. Here, we used along-track data from Jason-1 (black lines in Figure 1), which is the only satellite
mission in the DGFI-TUM dataset that has a lifetime (2002–2012) that overlaps the period spanned by the
historical run over a relatively short temporal window (from 2002 to 2005).
2.2. Wave Hindcasts
In order to estimate the skill of the wave climate simulation at the regional scale, the historical run was
compared with the ERA5 and NORA10 wave hindcasts. The NORA10 wave hindcast (hereafter referred
as NORA-h) is a dynamical downscaling of the global ECMWF reanalysis (ERA-40; [39]), including the
North Sea and the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS) [34,40] and represents a valuable dataset for wave
climate studies (e.g., [41]) and validation of wave climate simulations e.g., [19]). Waves are generated
using a different version of the WAM used in this study for simulating the wave climate and ran on
a rotated longitude/latitude grid, which consists of a coarse 50-km resolution model forced by the ERA-40
wind fields and a nested 10 km resolution model forced by the High Resolution Limited Area Model
(HIRLAM; [42]) winds. The NORA-h outputs are representative of hourly averaged data and are available
every 3 h [43].
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ERA5 is the fifth generation ECMWF atmospheric reanalysis of the global climate. The ERA5 reanalysis [33]
is the successor of the ERA-Interim reanalysis [44], which provides data at finer spatial (31 km) and temporal
(1 h) resolutions with respect to its predecessor. The ECMWF reanalysis ERA5 was produced using 4D-Var data
assimilation with CY41R2 of ECMWF’s Integrated Forecast System (IFS), with 137 hybrid sigma/pressure (model)
levels in the vertical direction, where the top level is 0.01 hPa [45]. As noted by [46], the temporal resolution of
ERA5 is particularly relevant for wave model simulations at the regional scale, which was also considered in this
study. Even though ERA5 wave data are already a major improvement with respect to ERA-Interim data [47],
a more recent version (CY46R1) of the ECMWF wave model [45] has been used to produce a long hindcast.
This latest hindcast was found to be of even better quality than ERA5 [48]. This hindcast is a wave model
standalone (i.e., not coupled) run forced by ERA5 hourly 10 m neutral winds, surface air density, gustiness and
sea ice cover. It uses different wave physics for the wind input and dissipation (ERA5: [49]; ERA5 hindcast: [50]).
No wave data assimilation was performed, as was the case for ERA5 with all available spaceborne altimeter wave
height data. The spatial and spectral resolutions were increased (ERA5 = 40 km, 24 directions, 30 frequencies;
ERA5 hindcast = 14 km, 36 directions, 36 frequencies), and it was based on a more recent global bathymetry
dataset (ERA5: ETOPO2; ERA5 hindcast: ETOPO1). Here, we used the ERA5 hindcast (hereafter referred as
ERA5-h; Jean-Raymond Bidlot personal communication) hourly outputs to compare the historical run with the
ECMWF ocean wave model output parameters [51] at the same temporal resolution.
3. Wave Climate Simulation over the Historical Period (1980–2005)
In this section, we compare the historical run with the available in situ and remote-sensing
observations and with the ERA5 and NORA10 hindcasts to assess the accuracy of the numerical simulation
in the past, which is used as a reference to understand the reliability of the future scenario projections.
Compared with the observations, the skill of ERA5-h, both in terms of temporal variability and leading
modes, is always higher than those of the other datasets. When comparing ERA5 with the in situ wave
height observations from 2000 to 2018 (January), Ref. [47] observed a much improved quality in the
ocean-wave analysis with respect to ERA-Interim over the same period. Ref. [46] compared ERA5 and
remote-sensing data in the North Atlantic, North Sea and the Baltic Sea over a much shorter period based
on Sentinel-3A data availability and observed a high synergy between the two data sources.
The results obtained in this study, to the best of our knowledge, represent a first assessment of the
accuracy of ERA5-h data over a period longer than two decades. In the following part of this section,
we present only the results of the comparison of the observations, ERA5-h and historical run. These results,
as well as those obtained considering NORA10-h, are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
3.1. Validation at the Observation Positions
First, the historical run was validated by comparing it with in situ observations. The skill of the historical
run was assessed over both the whole spatial domain (ALL) and over different subregions (Figure 1), such as in
the Northeast Atlantic (NA), North Sea (NS), Skagerrak and Kattegat areas (SK) and Baltic Sea (BA). Following
the approach proposed by [5], the collocated (at the observation positions) daily averages significant wave
height (Hs) obtained from the in situ observations, ERA5-h and historical run plotted in a Julian year are
shown in Figure 2. The intra-annual variability was well captured in the historical run both at the regional and
subregional scales (Figures 2 and 3). At the regional scale, the agreement between the observations and ERA5-h
is evident during all months of the year, with a relatively small positive bias during the periods from January to
March and from September to December and a root mean square error (RMSE) that was approximately 8% of
the mean wave height in the observation records (i.e., normalized RMSE, or NRMSE, in Table 1). A larger bias
was observed considering the historical run over the same months of the year, as well as during summer (from
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July to September), when the highest agreement with the observations was observed considering ERA5-h;
the NRMSE was larger than 20% considering all months of the year (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Julian year daily means of the significant wave height, Hs (m), at the observation positions during
the historical run period (1980–2005) for in situ observations (blue line), ERA5-hindcast (green line) and
wave model (red line, WAM) over the whole model domain (Figure 1).
Table 1. Significant wave height, Hs , comparison between the wave model (WAM), ERA5-hindcast (ERA5-h)
and NORA10-hindcast (NORA10-h) with in situ observations during the historical period (1980–2005).
The column values show basic statistics of the compared datasets: correlation coefficient (C), BIAS,
and NRMSE.
ERA5-h

FULL
NA
NS
SK
BA

NORA10-h

WAM

C

BI AS

N RMSE

C

BI AS

N RMSE

C

BI AS

N MRSE

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.98

0.09
−0.01
0.02
0.04
0.04

7.78
2.96
3.69
12.56
8.16

0.93
0.91
0.92
0.80
0.95

0.06
−0.05
0.09
0.01
0.09

12.28
15.08
16.24
23.63
15.98

0.89
0.88
0.76
0.64
0.71

0.18
0.13
0.17
0.07
0.15

20.22
18.75
24.98
34.77
31.3

Similar results were also observed in the different subregions considered. During the last months
of the year (from September to December), when wave heights started to increase in the Northeast
Atlantic, the agreement among the observations, historical run and ERA5-h was the highest. This is also
the subregion where the Hs was the largest and where the numerical wave models performed better
(showing the lowest NRMSE values) when both considering ERA5-h (∼3%) and the historical run (∼18%).
Larger NRSME values (25%) were observed in the North Sea when looking at the historical run from July
to August and from November to December, while ERA5-h always accurately reproduced the intra-annual
variability in this area. In the SK and BA subregions, the wave heights were significantly lower than those
in the Northeast Atlantic and the North Sea, and the numerical wave models showed lower accuracy
in reproducing the wave heights in these areas. Moving towards the Danish straits, the SK represents
a transition area between the Northwestern Shelf and the Baltic Sea, which is characterized by strong mass
and energy transports that make these areas particularly interesting from ocean dynamics and sea state
variability perspectives and challenging from a modelling perspective. In these areas, the accuracies of
ERA5-h and the historical run were the lowest observed over the spatial domain (Figure 3, bottom right
panel) due to discrepancies observed in the period from January to March (ERA5-h) and September to
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November (historical run). In the Baltic Sea, discrepancies between the observations and the historical run
(31%) can be observed during all months of the year, while the ERA5-h was significantly more reliable (8%),
which was probably due to the impact of the atmospheric observations assimilated during the reanalysis
integration [46].
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Figure 3. As in Figure 2 but considering data at observation positions in the (a) Northeast Atlantic;
(b) North Sea; (c) Baltic Sea and (d) Skagerrak-Kattegat areas.

The accuracy of the historical run with respect to the in situ observations was also assessed in terms
of temporal leading modes of variability by performing a principal component (PC) analysis, as shown in
Figure 4 and Table 2. In the figure, the top panels show the two leading PCs obtained considering the ALL
domain. In general, a good similarity between the portion of variance given by the observation PCs and
those obtained in ERA5-h and the historical run was observed. The first PC (PC1) explained more than 45%
of the variance in the Hs signals given by in situ observations, which is representative of the Hs annual
cycle in the study area. The agreement between PC1 from the observations and ERA5-h (Figure 4, top left
panel) is almost ideal and, despite small discrepancies, also well correlated with the historical run (0.9) at
this temporal scale (Table 2). The second PC (PC2) is representative of the intra-annual variability and
accounts for the 10% of the variance in the observed records. In the case of ERA5-h, the results observed
considering PC1 can be extended to the comparison of PC2, while the historical run showed a lower
accuracy (C = 0.5) over these shorter scales of variability, which was probably due to inaccuracies in the
forcings used in the wave climate simulation. A PC analysis was also performed in the different subregions
considered, as shown in the bottom panels of Figure 4. The ERA5-h PCs were ideally correlated with
those of the observations, showing the impact of assimilating atmospheric data during ERA5-h integration
(except in the SK and BA subregions). These are the subregions where the historical run and observation
PCs were also not well correlated, except when considering PC1 in the Baltic Sea (0.7) (not shown). In the
NA subregion, the two leading PCs of the historical run showed a good agreement with the observations,
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while this was not the case considering PC2 in the NS subregion (Figure 4, central right panel) due to
discrepancies during the period from February to April.
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Figure 4. As in Figure 3 but considering PCs. In the panels: first (a) and second (b) PCs considering data
at observation positions over the whole domain; the other panels show the second PC considering data at
observation positions in the (c) Northeast Atlantic, (d) North Sea, (e) Baltic Sea and (f) Skagerrak-Kattegat areas.
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Table 2. Significant wave height, Hs , and PCs. Columns 1–3: percent variance explained by the three leading
PCs obtained considering ERA5-hindcast (ERA5-h), NORA10-hindcast (NORA10-h) and the historical
run (WAM) at the observation (OBS) positions during the period (1980–2005), respectively. Columns 4–6:
correlation coefficients between the observed Hs PCs and those obtained from the ERA5-hindcast (CERA5−h ),
NORA10 hindcast (C NORA10−h ) and the historical run (CWAM−h ), respectively.
OBS

ERA5-h

NORA10-h

WAM

CERA5−h

C NORA10−h

CWAM

PC1(FULL)
PC2(FULL)

46.53
10.84

48.24
11.44

40.79
10.39

47.99
8.19

0.99
0.98

0.94
0.66

0.91
0.51

PC1(NA)
PC2(NA)

60.54
13.77

63.03
13.05

57.32
12.78

65.60
10.03

0.99
0.99

0.91
0.57

0.89
0.6

PC1(NS)
PC2(NS)

44.78
17.20

45.18
19.54

51.49
15.82

44.72
15.84

0.99
0.99

0.94
0.58

0.76
0.36

PC1(SK)
PC2(SK)

34.65
28.70

32.99
27.77

47.48
30.48

40.22
23.11

0.78
0.68

0.25
0.05

0.36
0.14

PC1(BA)
PC2(BA)

43.89
11.43

40.66
12.41

35.37
12.32

32.93
13.44

0.98
0.89

0.94
0.36

0.74
0.1

The historical run was also validated using significant wave heights from the remote sensing
data [37,38] of Jason-1 over the period from 2002 to 2005 (Figure 5), which overlaps the historical run and
satellite mission data availability. The results confirmed those obtained when compared with in situ data,
showing a good agreement between the historical run and satellite data in the North Atlantic and the
North Sea (NRMSE < 30% ), with larger errors at the Danish Straits (SK subdomain) and in the Baltic Sea.

Figure 5. Comparison with satellite altimetry along-track data: Jason-1 (2001–2005). In the panels: (a) correlation
coefficients and (b) NMRSE between significant wave heights from remote sensing and historical run data.

3.2. Validation over the Regional Domains
To obtain an estimate of the accuracy of the wave model over the whole spatial domain, the historical
run was compared with the ERA5 and NORA10 hindcasts. In particular, we focused on the representation
of the extremes in the different datasets to obtain a reference for the accuracy of the historical run and to
use it to assess the reliability of the extremes observed in the future run. Following the approach used
in the literature by [5,52], the top panels in Figure 6 show the relative difference between the historical
run and ERA5 data-sets when considering the annual 95th percentile of 10 m wind speed (ERA5) and Hs
(ERA5-h) during winter (DJF) and summer (JJA). Here, the relative difference (RDh ) is defined as:
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RDh =

Re f − WAM
∗ 100
Re f

where Re f is the reference dataset chosen to assess the skill of the historical run WAM. Positive (negative)
values of RDh mean that the signals in the reference dataset are larger (smaller) than those in the historical run.
The historical run evidently tends to overestimate the extremes values in the ERA5-hindcast by more
than 10%, which is almost independent of the area and season considered.

Figure 6. Annual 95th percentile normalized difference, expressed as a percentage, among ERA5
(1980–2005), NORA10 (1980–2001) and the historical run during winter (DJF; left panels) and summer (JJA;
right panels). The panels show the normalized differences between the historical run (10 m wind speed)
and ERA5 (panels a and b) significant wave height, Hs , and the ERA5-hindcast (panels c and d) significant
wave height, Hs , and NORA10-hindcast (panels e and f).
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Higher accuracy can be noticed when looking at wind speed during winter in the Northeast Atlantic
and Baltic Sea, where RDh values smaller than 5% were also observed in summer. Looking at Hs , small RDh
values were observed only in the areas of the Northeast Atlantic characterized by the largest wave heights
during winter. These results were partially confirmed comparing them with the NORA10-h results
(Figure 6 bottom panels). During DJF, the historical run exceeded NORA10-h by less than 10% in the
North Sea, while the opposite condition was observed in the North-Atlantic over the shelf areas along
the UK coasts and in the Baltic Sea (due to the effect of meridional winds during this season). Positive
differences were also observed during JJA in the Danish Straits and the southern part of the Baltic Sea.
As in ERA5-h, the differences observed considering Hs reflect those in wind speed also in NORA10-h
(not shown).
An empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis [53,54] was performed to investigate how the spatial
leading modes in the historical run compare with those of ERA5-h. Figure 7 shows the spatial patterns
of the first EOF during winter (EOF1 DJF) and summer (EOF1 JJA), which were obtained by considering
the monthly averaged Hs. In the figure, the spatial leading modes show coherent patterns of variability
between the datasets. EOF1 DJF represents almost 60% of the variance and accounts for large-scale Hs
seasonal variability. As expected, a smaller portion of variability (approximately 40%) was represented
by EOF1 during summer (EOF1 JJA, Table 3). On the other hand, it is interesting to notice that in both
datasets, EOF1 DJF and EOF1 JJA explain more than the 75% and 85%, respectively, of the variance in the
Northeast Atlantic, North Sea and SK subregions, as the wave heights in these areas are dominated by
the effects of seasonal winds (Table 3). At the regional scale, the maximum variance is found in the area
of maximum significant wave height in the Northeast Atlantic and in the northern part of the North Sea.
The largest differences were observed in the Baltic Sea. In this subregion, EOF1 DJF in ERA5-h clearly
shows the influence of zonal and meridional winds in the southern part of the basin, which was also well
depicted in the historical run. On the other hand, compared with EOF1 DJF, the summer EOF1 of ERA5-h
showed a more uniform pattern of variability across the Baltic Sea basin, which was not well captured in
the WAM historical run. EOF2 (Figure 8) represented more than 15% of total the variance in the signal
in ERA5-h in DJF (Table 3) and more than 20% in JJA. The maximum variance values were observed in
the Northeast Atlantic both in DJF and JJA. The main differences with the leading modes obtained in the
historical run can be noticed during DJF and JJA in the northern part of the North Sea (at the separation
between the continental slope and shelf) and during JJA in the Baltic Sea, which was probably due to the
effect of meridional winds.
The results of the EOF analysis when considering Hs can be extended to the leading modes of the
surface Stokes drift speed (not shown). Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results of the EOF analysis in
terms of the variance represented by the first two leading modes obtained considering Hs and surface
Stokes drift, respectively, both at the regional scale and in the different subregions considered in this study.
The description of the results of the EOF analysis when considering Hs in the future run (Figure 9), is given
in Section 4.
The results observed considering annual 95th percentiles were confirmed by comparing the average
historical wave climate integration with ERA5-h (Figures A1 and A2). From what was found for severe
wave climate conditions, small departures (less than 5%) were observed when considering the 10 m wind
speed and significant wave heights in the Northeast Atlantic during DJF. Larger differences were observed
when considering average significant wave heights in the Baltic Sea during DJF, which were associated
with local changes in the mean wave period (Figure A2, panels a and c).
Despite the differences between the two wave climate integrations, the general features of the present
wave climate are captured by the historical run. The differences are mainly driven by discrepancies in
the wind fields. Other discrepancies can be found in the physical and topographic features resolved by
the models, as ERA5-h accounts for the latest wave physics of [50] and considers a subgrid scheme to
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resolve issues with islands (e.g., [2]). These final aspects are expected to have the same influence on future
climate integration.

Figure 7. Significant wave height, Hs , EOF1 considering ERA5-hindcast (1980–2005; panels a and b) and the
historical run (1980–2005; panels c and d) during winter (DJF; left panels) and summer (JJA; right panels).
Table 3. Significant wave height, Hs , and leading EOFs. The column values show the percent variance
explained by the three leading EOFs obtained considering the ERA5-hindcast (ERA5-h) and WAM over
historical (WAM; 1980–2005) and future (WAM-f; 2075–2100) periods during winter (DJF; Columns 1–3)
and summer (JJA; Columns 4–6).
ERA5-h DJF

WAM DJF

WAM-f DJF

ERA5-h JJA

WAM JJA

EOF1(ALL)
EOF2(ALL)

58.76
15.37

58.29
15.72

EOF1(NA)
EOF2(NA)

90.22
4.93

EOF1(NS)
EOF2(NS)

WAM-f JJA

61.6
16.10

41.28
22.46

47.64
18.26

45.08
20.8

87.54
5.14

92.32
3.11

77.87
10.17

81.33
6.12

86.38
5.18

80.03
11.86

78.45
9.25

80.21
11.12

78.77
9.20

78.69
10.34

76.80
12.96

EOF1(SK)
EOF2(SK)

82.10
9.88

69.93
14.67

76.67
10.43

73.13
16.10

68.08
18.37

58.69
24.47

EOF1(BA)
EOF2(BA)

57.26
13.53

62.17
13.51

60
17.2

64.80
14.90

61.56
17.70

57.65
19.7
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Figure 8. As in Figure 7 but considering EOF2.
Table 4. As in Table 3 but considering Stokes drift leading EOFs.
ERA5-h DJF

WAM DJF

WAM-f DJF

ERA5-h JJA

WAM JJA

EOF1(ALL)
EOF2(ALL)

50.97
18.57

48.56
19.92

EOF1(NA)
EOF2(NA)

77.97
8.25

EOF1(NS)
EOF2(NS)

WAM-f JJA

52.9
21.64

34.78
22.05

40.39
19.59

38.1
22.76

65.02
17.83

79.75
6.27

59.49
13.34

70.01
9.67

77.99
8.94

83.08
9.47

80.00
11.80

81.91
11.40

72.81
9.31

71.47
14.84

65.77
17.92

EOF1(SK)
EOF2(SK)

87.91
4.78

76.26
9.40

81.89
7.59

77.33
13.33

73.04
14.42

62.43
21.20

EOF1(BA)
EOF2(BA)

56.29
13.92

69.89
12.67

64.99
15.97

63.33
15.54

61.46
18.04

57.93
19.13
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Figure 9. Significant wave height, Hs , first (panels a and b) and second (panels c and d) EOFs considering
the future run (2075–2100) during winter (DJF; left panels) and summer (JJA; right panels).

4. Wave Climate Projection (2075–2100)
In this section, we show the results obtained by comparing the historical and future runs to assess the
change in the wave climate over the regional domain considered under the RCP8.5 scenario. Figures 10–13
show the results obtained in the historical run (top panels) and the differences between the historical
and future integrations (bottom panels) over a 25-year period when considering the 95th percentiles of
10 m wind speed, significant wave height, mean wave period and surface Stokes drift speed, respectively.
In the following part of this section, the results are presented in terms of relative differences in the future
integration, RD f , which is defined as:
RD f =

WAM f − WAM
∗ 100
WAM

where WAM and WAM f are the historical and future runs, respectively. Positive (negative) values of
RD f mean that the signals in the future projection increased (decreased) in comparison to those in the
historical run.
The range of projected wave climate changes (±10%) in the study area reflects those observed by
previous global (e.g., [2]) and regional (e.g., [19]) studies. The most interesting feature is the projected
increase in the extreme values of all variables in the Northeast Atlantic, except for the mean wave period.
Another distinct feature is the projected decrease in extreme values in the North Sea. This is in agreement
with the findings of [3], which investigated projected changes in mean significant wave heights under the
RCP8.5 scenario and observed similar wave climate change patterns over the same areas. In particular,
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they underline the role of sea ice extent which has an impact on the fetch available over which to grow
waves, and argue that the increase of mean and severe wave conditions in the Northeast Atlantic (north of
60◦ N) can be partially caused by a reduction in sea ice due to global warming, leading to increased fetch
for northerly winds in Nordic Seas.
The projected wind speed (Figure 10) shows an increase in the Northeast Atlantic and North Baltic
Sea and a decrease in the North Sea. The annual percentile Hs and its projected change (Figure 11) show
similarities with changes in the wind field. A general decrease is found in the North Sea, which is in line
with the findings of [19,20] over the same area. Similar patterns are observed in the SK subregion and
southern part of the Baltic Sea, while an increase is observed in the Gulf of Bothnia, which is in agreement
with the findings of [21].

Figure 10. Annual 95th percentile 10 m wind speed (panels a and b) from the historical run and the
normalized difference (panels c and d) between the future run and historical run during winter (DJF; left
panels) and summer (JJA; right panels).

The increase in significant wave heights (Figure 11) in the Northeast Atlantic is not depicted in
the results obtained by [19], which instead observed a decrease over the same area and an increase
over the Norwegian Sea and the Barents Sea; these results show the differences between the ensemble
approach used by the authors to force coarse-resolution (50 km) wave integrations and the single-forced,
high-resolution regional wave modelling approach used in this study.
An interesting feature was observed in this area during summer, where a decrease along the Swedish
coast and an increase along the Finnish coasts and Gulf of Finland were observed (Figure 11, panel d),
which was probably due to changes in dominant meridional winds. The changes in the wind field partially
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reflect this pattern (Figure 10) and, as expected, are smaller than those in Hs due to the quadratic relation
between the fully developed wind sea and the wind speed [55]. Considering the mean wave period,
the smallest differences between the historical and future changes were observed. Figure 12 shows the 95th
percentile of the mean wave period and its projected changes. RD f values smaller than 5% were observed
during winter and summer. Larger positive RD f values were found in the Baltic Sea during winter and in
the Irish Sea during summer. The impact on surface Stokes drift (Figure 13) was very similar to the changes
found in the wind speed and Hs. A positive RD f up to the 10% was observed in the Northeast Atlantic in
DJF and JJA and in the Baltic Sea during winter. A general decrease (RD f < −10%) was observed in the
North Sea during summer. During this season, the changes observed considering Hs in the Baltic Sea were
also reflected by the changes in Stokes drift, even though it was a smaller magnitude.
To investigate the changes in spatial leading modes in wave climate projections, the EOF analysis
was also performed by considering Hs in the future run (Figure 9). The percentage variance represented
by the first leading modes in the future run (e.g., Table 3) was comparable with that observed in the
historical run, but looking at their patterns shows that both similarities and distinguishing features can
be noticed. The EOF1 shows its maximum variance in the northern part of the North Sea during DJF,
which has a pattern similar to that observed in the historical run (Figure 7). In agreement with the results
observed considering RD f , the largest differences between the historical and future run were observed
during JJA. In this season, EOF1 in the future run showed a significant increase in variance with respect
to the historical run in the Northeast Atlantic and a decrease in the southern parts of the North and
Baltic Seas. Different patterns can also be noticed during the same season in the Gulf of Bothnia, which
is associated with increased variance in the leading mode of the future run. EOF2 in the future run
(Figure 9, bottom panels) shows a higher variance in the Northeast Atlantic and Baltic Sea during DJF.
An EOF analysis was also performed by considering Stokes drift in the future run (not shown). The main
differences with the historical run follow the patterns observed in the Hs EOFs, showing an increase in
the variance in the signal in the North Atlantic and the northern part of the Baltic Sea during JJA and
a decrease in the North Sea and southern part of the Baltic Sea during the same season.
Projected mean wave climate change follows similar geographical patterns compared with the 95th
percentile difference patterns (Figures A3–A6). The main differences can be noticed in the Baltic Sea,
where 10% increases in wind speed, significant wave height and mean wave period during summer were
observed during summer, which is in line with the findings of other authors in the literature (e.g., [56]),
who describe homogeneous increased significant wave heights in this area.

Figure 11. Cont.
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Figure 11. Annual 95th percentile significant wave height, Hs , (panels a and b) from the historical run and
the normalized difference (panels c and d) between the future run and historical run during winter (DJF;
left panels) and summer (JJA; right panels).

Figure 12. As in Figure 11 but considering the mean wave period, Tm.
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Figure 13. As in Figure 11 but considering surface Stokes drift speed.

5. Summary and Conclusions
The wave climates in the North Sea, Northeast Atlantic and Baltic Sea were assessed by means of
a wave climate simulation under a high emission scenario (RCP8.5). The experiment was designed to span
historical (1980–2005) and future (2075–2100) periods to investigate the projected regional wave climate
change by the end of the 21st century with respect to the present climate. The wave climate during the
historical period (1980–2005) was compared against in situ (GTS and CMEMS data) and remote sensing
(i.e., Jason-1) observations, as well as ERA5 and NORA10 hindcasts. Compared with in situ data, at the
observation positions, the results showed that the skill of ERA5-h was almost ideal when considering both
the whole domain (Figure 2) and subregional domains (Figure 3), which was probably due to the impact of
the observed atmospheric data assimilated by the system to obtain an accurate wave hindcast. NORA10-h
was also well correlated with the in situ observations but with errors (i.e., NRMSE) that ranged from 10%
to 20% of the mean observed signals. Larger errors (20% to 30% ) were observed when considering the
historical run. In particular, the results showed that the climate simulation performed better in the areas
characterized by large significant wave heights (e.g., North Atlantic and North Sea) than in enclosed basins
(e.g., the SK and BA subdomains; Figure 3, bottom panels). These results were confirmed by comparing
them with the Hs remote sensing data of Jason-1, which overlapped the historical run from 2002 to 2005
(Figure 5). A PC analysis showed that the temporal leading modes obtained from in situ data were well
correlated with those of the historical run considering the annual cycle and intra-annual variability at the
regional scale (Figure 4). Considering different spatial subdomains (Figure 1), these results were confirmed
by only looking at PC2 in the North Atlantic and North Sea, while this was not the case considering the
Danish Straits (i.e., SK domain) and Baltic Sea during winter, which was probably due to the coarser
spatial and spectral resolutions of the wave model used in this study, which do not allow us to correctly
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resolve the wave dynamics in these areas. Interestingly, the same was also observed when considering
NORA10-h, which failed to capture PC2 in these areas, and a lower accuracy was also observed by
considering ERA5-h during winter. At the regional scale, the historical run was compared with ERA5-h
(1980–2005) and NORA10-h (1980–2001) in terms of relative difference (RDh ). The differences observed
considering the annual 95th percentiles (Figure 6) follow similar spatial distributions as those observed
considering the mean differences (Figure A2). In general, the historical run tended to overestimate by more
than 10% of the annual 95th percentile wind speeds and significant wave heights in ERA5-h regardless
of the spatial domain and considered season when considering both wind speed and significant wave
height; however, more variable patterns were observed when compared with NORA10-h during DJF in
the North Atlantic, the eastern part of the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. Positive RDh values were also
observed during JJA over the SK domain (Figure 6, bottom right panel). Looking at the spatial leading
modes (i.e., EOFs) of significant wave heights, the results showed coherent patterns between the historical
run and ERA5-h (Figures 7 and 8) during winter, while discrepancies were observed in summer in the
Baltic Sea considering EOF1 and in the northern part of the North Sea (Norwegian Trench) considering
EOF2 during the same season.
Looking at future wave climate projections, similar RD f patterns were observed when considering
both mean (Figures A3–A6) and severe (Figures 10–13) wave conditions, which were generally larger
during JJA. The most interesting feature is the projected increases in extreme wind speed, surface Stokes
drift and significant wave height in the Northeast Atlantic, which had similar ranges (10%) compared to
those observed by [2] over the same area. An increase in wave conditions in this area was also observed
by [3], which argued that increased wave heights to the North of Scotland may be related to Arctic sea-ice
retreat, due to global warming and leading to increased fetch for northerly winds in Nordic Seas. In this
area (NA sub-domain, Figure 1), Ref. [19] instead observed relative differences in significant wave heights
that were close to zero, which was probably due to the multimodel ensemble approach used by the authors
and the different historical period (i.e., 1971–2000) considered to quantify the projected wave climate
changes. On the other hand, a decrease larger than 10% was observed in the North Sea, confirming the
results of [20] in the western part of the basin. The authors observed also an increase in the mean and
extreme values in the eastern part of the North Sea, which was not noticed in this study, indicating
discrepancies due to different experimental designs used (in terms of forcings (single and multimodel),
scenarios (CMIP5 and SRES) and wave model (e.g., 5 km and 50 km spatial resolutions)). Interesting
features were observed in the Baltic regarding the change in annual percentiles (10 m wind speed, Hs,
and surface Stokes drift). A decrease was observed in the southern part of the subdomain, which was
associated with increased extreme values in the Gulf of Bothnia during winter. This is in agreement
with [21], who observed incoherent variation patterns when looking at the projected changes in extreme
wave height in the basin. During summer, a decrease along the Swedish coast and an increase along
the Finnish coasts and Gulf of Finland were observed, which was probably due to changes in dominant
meridional winds. The spatial leading modes extracted from the future run showed patterns of variability
that were similar to those of the historical run during DJF and JJA and those of ERA5-h in the Baltic Sea
(EOF2 JJA) and the northern part of the North Sea (EOF2 DJF).
In general, the range of variation in the projected extremes (±10%) was consistent with those observed
by other authors both at the global (e.g., [2]) and regional (e.g., [20]) spatial scales. Nonetheless, it is
very important to notice that this range of change is on the order of the relative difference between the
historical run and the wave hindcasts and that the error with respect to the observations is even larger.
These findings bring uncertainty to the possible conclusions that can be drawn when investigating wave
climate projections at the regional scale.
Ensemble methods are typically used to reduce the uncertainty and increase the accuracy of global
wave climate simulation (e.g., [1]). In the future, a multimodel ensemble approach should also be used
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in regional wave climate studies, including dynamical downscaling of the forcings to be used in the
regional wave climate simulations. In this context, high-resolution wave models accounting for the ocean
wave-current interactions [57] should also be used, especially over regional scales, to obtain a realistic
representation of the physical processes in the ocean that characterize the reciprocated interactions in
Earth’s climate system.
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Appendix A. Mean Wave Climate Change

Figure A1. Cont.
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Figure A1. Average significant wave height, Hs (panels a and b), mean wave period (panels c and d), and
10 m wind speed (panels e and f) from ERA5-h (1980–2005) during winter (DJF; left panels) and summer
(JJA; right panels).

Figure A2. Cont.
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Figure A2. Average significant wave height, Hs (panels a and b), mean wave period (panels c and d),
and 10 m wind speed (panels e and f) normalized difference between ERA5-h (1980–2005) and the historical
run during winter (DJF; left panels) and summer (JJA; right panels).

Figure A3. Average 10 m wind speed (panels a and b) from the historical run and the normalized difference
(panels c and d) between the future run and historical run during winter (DJF; left panels) and summer
(JJA; right panels).
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Figure A4. Average significant wave height, Hs (panels a and b) from the historical run and the normalized
difference (panels c and d) between the future run and historical run during winter (DJF; left panels) and
summer (JJA; right panels).

Figure A5. Cont.
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Figure A5. Average mean wave period, Tm (panels a and b), from the historical run and the normalized
difference (panels c and d) between the future run and historical run during winter (DJF; left panels) and
summer (JJA; right panels).

Figure A6. Average surface Stokes drift speed (panels a and b) from the historical run and the normalized
difference (panels c and d) between the future run and historical run during winter (DJF; left panels) and
summer (JJA; right panels).
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